Little Black Cart

Down
2 Anarchy magazine is a voice for this tendency
4 they've been fighting for our lives for years
5 Bob's hobbyhorse
6 journeys and destinations can be this
7 a child of unmarried parents
9 a scary m urky figure from pre-revolutionary
Russia
10 How to Live, The Impossible, Patience, and
margarine words
11 Krishnamurti said "It is no measure of health
to be well adjusted to a profoundly sick
13 it's crazy how m any things he's written
about
16 the product of publishing
18 Bonanno's jam
20 author, publisher, infrastructurist
22 bandit, autodidact, poet, father, inspiration
23 imprisoned in Spain, w rites about nonvio
lence
24 odd
28 short for magazines, but a very different
animal
29 a powerful feeling
30 a blacksmith's tool
31 revisiting the Situationists w ith modern
French flair
34 short for Arthur

Across
1 decolonize
3 the most rejuvenating thing Tucker and
Zerzan have had in years
5 he popularized Italian insurrection and
Stirner, this autodidact has been a stalw art
influence on US anarchists for decades
8 to print again
12 this kind of being is explored in frere du
pont's book
14 a term for queer vengeance
15 to express opinion about something after
examining and judging it carefully and in
detail
16 making black and silver cool
17 describes things that don't seem to go
together
19 a place in France w here people prevented a
nuclear reactor
21 Canadian, producer of Oystercatcher
25 the seminal w ork of this theorist is due for a
new translation
26 people get it confused w ith individualism
27 a US father and son combination
30 targeted political violence
32 a nice toast to give
33 the people who gave us pizza and Novatore
35 one of Zerzan's favorite derogatory term
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